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In this paper we prove that the wheel W,, 
show tha*: W, is not chromatically unique. 
+1 is chromatically unique ifnis even. We also 
Two graphs G and H are said to be chromatically equivalent 2 they ha?re the 
same chromlatic polynomial, i.e., P(G, A)==P(H, A). A graph G is said to be 
chromatically unique, if P(& A) = P(G, A) implies that H is isomorphic to G. In 
[l J, the question was raised as to whether or not the wheels, Wn+l for n 3 4, are 
chromatically unique. In C;!], it was shown that WS is chromatically unique and Wt, 
is not chromatically unique. In this paper, we prove that xNn+l is chromaticallg~ 
unique, if n 24 and n is e ven. (In this paper we always suppose n 3 4.) Vue also 
show that W.. is not chron~atically unique. 
IASDBUB L Let T be a tree with n oertices, q) be a uertex whkh is adjacent to euery 
uetiex of T, i.e., d(u) = n, and H denote the join T + u. ‘I*hen trbere are n - 1 tnangles 
in 1% 
bOf. By irlductim on n, we obtain the conclusion immediately. 0 
By using Lemma 1 we can obtain the following two lemmas. 
knm~l 2 Lef T 1% a tree with n uertices, u be a uertex which is adjacmt to m 
ue@ces of Y’, i.e., d(u) = m G n, and N denote this graph. Then thle number of 
*‘&is work ‘IHas done while the author was a visiting scholar at the University of Pittsbu*gh. 
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33umm 1, The wheel WA+1 ib chntatid~y unique if n is even. 
ARir”bil; Suppage that .th&e existed a graph G such that P(G,-A) = P(W,+I, A), 
where n is evm. By ‘htie’s formula for P(W”+l, A) in [3], we have 
P(G, U = P(Wn+1, A) 
= h((h -2)” +(--l.)“(A - 2)) 
= A(A - !)(A-- Z!)P,(G, A)\, 
where 
P,(G, A)=.(A-2)n-2--(A-2)n-3+ l . l +(A-2)2-(A -2)+ I, 
,%nd i 
P,(G, 0)-2n-2+2n--3*+ . l l +22+2+ 1 >O, 
P,(G, lj==F-193, I &(G,2)=1, P,(G,3)= 1. 
Therefore C; would be a connected graph and G would have no cut-point and 
no vertex with &pee ‘two wMi& k a vertex of a tn’.angle (see [2, timma II). Since 
E’(G, 3) = 6 and ns a4, Go is miq~ely 3-colorable wph (see [4Jj. At the same 
time, we can v&;e P(G, A) as the follbwing form: 
P(G, A) ‘,= P( Wn_tls A)==A{(A-2)“+(A+)j 
== x An-l_. . . +2”_2 A” 
-(2a-‘(,11)-1)X23(2”-2)1 
Therefore G .e/ould have n + 1 vertices, 2n edges and exactly (22”) -2’@ = n: 
triangles (see CSEI. 
&cause G i;s a uniquely 3+olorable graph, we gtisurne that the color classes of 
the uniquely .kololoring of G are VI, V2 and V3, where IV11 = nl, 1 V21 = n2,, 
iv 3/=~13 and ittl-+~+n3= n + 1. ,We denote the Subgraphs induced by VI U V2,, 
VI U V; and V&I V, by G>, G2 and G1, respeztively. By a necessary condition of 
a uniquely col~~rable graph (!m [4, Theorem 12.169, we know that all of GJ, GtE 
and G1 :ue connected. Henoe there are at least nl + n2 - 1 edges, nl + n3 - 1 edges 
and n, ‘- r’,: - I. ed f&s ‘fh %:g* Gi afd G,, k%jxxtively, and the sum of them is 
2n - 1, t&h is one less than the edie number of i Z. Therefore two of G,, G2 ami 
G1 me LIPS and the third is a connected graph wiui only one cycle; moreover, the 
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cycle must be even. We assume that G3 and G2 are trees and G1 is the connected 
graph with the c:ven cycle C. Since 1 V(C,)l = n + I- nl, IE(G,)I = n + I- nl, where 
V(G,) is the vertex set of G1 and E(G,) is the edge set of G1 and V(:(G,) = 
Vz U k’s; there:tore the number of edges which join VI to V(G,) is 2n - 
(n-i-l-nn,)=n+n,-1. 
Now we prove that there is at least one vertex in V, which is adjacent toI all of 
the vertices of the cycle C. In fact if there is no vertex in VI adjacenrt to all of the 
vertices of C, then each vertex 4, i = 1,2, . . . , nl, in VI, is adjacent tto a subforest 
of Gr. By Lemma 2, in G, the number of triangles which contain vertex q is at 
most d(O,)- 1. So the number of triangles in G is at most 
"1 
c 
i.*l 
(a(Q) - l)= i 
i=l 
d(ui)- ni=(n+n,- lb nl=n- 1. 
This cannot be true, because G has n triangles. 
NOW we show that in V, there exists only one vertex adjacent to all of the 
vertices of C. In fact, if there are two vertices in VI adjacent to all of the v,r:rtices 
of C$ we denote them by a1 and u2, and we assume V(C) =(ul, u2,. . . ? Q,}, 
where ~1, ~3, . - . , u2m-1 E V2, and u2, u4, . . . , u2,,, E V3. Then the subgraph in- 
duced lby (~1, vl,, ~3, uz) is a cycle in Gf_ This contradicts the fact that G3 is a tree. 
By tlhe discussion above and by Lemma 3, we know that the vertices in Vi must 
satisfy the following conditions: One vertex is adjacent to all of the vertices of a 
connected subgraph of G1 which contains the even cycle C. Each of the other 
vertices in VI is adjacent to the vertices of a subtree of G1. For each u E V(G), 
d(v)a3. 
I Now we prove that G1 must be an even cycle. In fact, if G1 is not the qcle C, 
‘i.e., G1 consists of C and some rooted trees, C and each of these trees overlap in 
one vertex, which is called the root of the corresponding tree. It is enough that we 
just consider that G1 consists of C and one rooted tree 7’ whose root is dc:noted 
by w, i.e., w = V(C)n V(T). Let L be the set of leaves of T ant1 D = 
mi=,,l_ d(y w), where d (u, w) is the distance between u and w. If D f 0 there 
are two cases to be considered. 
Case I. D>l; there are t leaves uI,u2 ,..., 4, tal, d(%, w)=D ior i,= 
192 , . . . , t, which have a common adjacent vertex, we denote it by u, and u has 
the (t + 1)th adjacent vertex, we denote it by h+l. Since d(h) 3 3, each of 
eJ1, u2t, l l l 9 u, must be adjacent to at least two vertices in V1. If t’ in Ii, is ai ljacent 
to q, iE(1,2,.. . ., t}, it must be adjacent to u and at least one ve-rtex in 
(u1, u2, ’ 9 9 9 &+,.I-(4). Consider the subgraph H of G induced by the crcrtices 
{u I,*“> Y+~) lJ (U E VI 1 u is adjacent to 4, where 1 s i S t). We cam know shat 
each vertex in illi, except possibly &+I, has degree at least 2. Thus H contains a 
cycle belonging to G2 or G3. This cannot be true because G2 and G3 are both 
trees. 
Case! 2. D = :I : there are t leaves ul, u2, . . . ,h in ‘I, such that 4 4, w: = : for 
i=:1,2,..., t, where t Z= 1, see Fig. 1, w1 and We, are in V(C) cand aldjacent o; W, 
.Rd. We know t&at 
HW, II):: A(~A-2y+(-l)‘(A 4)) 
= X(A - l)(.& - 2)(h -3)(+2-3x + 3)(A2 - 5A + 7), 
P(W,,h)= A((A-2)“i(-1)4&i))=A(A--1)(A-2)(A2-5&+7) 
Let I& be the .grqh which is obt&ned from. X4, and W5 by overlapping in a 
triangle (Fig. 2), and G1 be atie of the graphs which are obt&ned f~mrn Cl, and HI 
Eig2. Fig.3. ! 
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by overhtpping in ain edge (Fig. 3). By [S, Theorem 31, we have 
=:A@-l)(A-2)(h-3)(A2-3A+3)(A2-5A+7) 
=: P(W,, A). 
Thus G1 is chromatically equiv&:nt to W8. Clearly G, and W, are nonisomorphic 
because they have different dek!*ee sequences. Therefore W8 is not chromatically 
unique. Cl 
ROJXMM% I~ccording to the proof of Theorem 2, when C4 and HI overlar in some 
different edges of graph HI, we obtain one class of graphs (G,}, all of which are 
chromaticallly equivalent to W,. 
There exists another class of graphs (G2) which are also chromaticall} equival- 
ent to W,, ;Nhere G2 is obtained from C4 and H2 by overlapping in an Nlge, and 
H2 is given in Fig. 4. 
H2 
Fig. 4. 
In fact, by Whitntay’s reduction formula in [S] and [3, Theorem 1.61, v re have 
WC,, A) = 
=(A2-3h+3)(P( @$& .*)+P(V/,A)) 
=(A2-3A+3) 
x (Am r , A - I) + h(A - l)*(A .- 2)(A - f;)) 
=(A2-3A+3) 
x (X(X - l)(A - 2)*(A - 3j(A -4) + A(h -. 1) ‘(A - 2)(h - 3~)’ 
= h(A - l)(A - 2)(A -3)(X*-- 3A +3)(X2 - 5A + 7) 
= P(V& A). 
We make the following conjecture: 
C0n@twe~. The wt,eel Wn +_I is not chromatically unique for odl;l u 2 9. In 0’ 
,’ 
.,, ; 
, * ‘,*+ ‘: 
i’. 
